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Ashokan farewell: theme from the soundtrack of the PBS series The Civil War, a film by Ken Burns. Uniform Title Publication date: 1992 Responsibility: by Jay Ungar arranged for violin & piano with optional guitar and bass. Note: Cover title. Ashokan farewell: theme from the soundtrack of the PBS series The. Hutchins and Rea - Finest Sheet Music in Print Jay Ungar: Ashokan Farewell Easy Piano - BinBin.net Ashokan farewell 24-second sample from the soundtrack from the civil war problems. It is played 25 times throughout the eleven-hour series, including during the theme of the 1990 PBS television miniseries The Civil War, as well as the 1991 piece begins with a solo violin, later accompanied by guitar and upright bass. Sheet Music Ashokan Farewell Violin - Free-scores.com Ashokan farewell: theme from the soundtrack of the PBS series The Civil War, a film by Ken Burns: arranged for violin & piano with optional guitar and bass / by Ashokan Farewell - VimeoInfo Arranged for violin and piano piano score includes chords for optional guitar and bass. of the soundtrack to the television mini-series The Civil War, and has continued its From the PBS series, The Civil War, comes a haunting folk melody which has Title, Ashokan Farewell from The Civil War, a Film by Ken Burns. Ashokan farewell: theme from the soundtrack of the PBS series The. the moving theme from the soundtrack of ken burns film the civil war. arranged here for easy piano. Display Name you would like to show with this review: Use our comparison to find multiple deals for Jay Ungar: Ashokan Farewell Ashokan Farewell Violin Piano Contains twelve major themes from the blockbuster. Ashokan farewell: theme from the soundtrack of the PBS series The Civil War, a film by Ken Burns: arranged for violin & piano with optional guitar and bass / by . Ashokan farewell download Our documentary series, The National Parks: America's Best Idea, tries to tell the. He first appeared in a Ken Burns film soundtrack in Lewis & Clark: Ashokan Farewell, became the acclaimed theme song of the epic The Civil BOBBY HORTON has been creating music for Ken Burns's films since The Civil War. 17 - ISBNPlus Ashokan farewell: theme from the soundtrack of the PBS series The Civil War, a film by Ken Burns: arranged for violin & piano with optional guitar and bass. ECU Libraries Catalog Search Results computersheetmusic.com: Ashokan Farewell, Ashokan Farewell composed by Jay Ungar. string orchestra or full orchestra with the optional winds and percussion parts Arranged for violin with piano accompaniment and suggested chord symbols the Soundtrack of the PBS Series The Civil War, a Film by Ken Burns. The War; A Ken Burns Film by Ken Burns 886971454024 CD. 24-second sample from the soundtrack from The Civil War. Ashokan Farewell is a piece of music composed by Jay Ungar in 1982. The tune was later used as the title theme of the 1990 PBS television miniseries The Civil War, of the piece begins with a solo violin, later accompanied by guitar and upright bass. Ashokan Farewell - Computer Sheet Music Ashokan farewell: theme from the soundtrack of the PBS series The Civil War, a film by Ken Burns: arranged for violin & piano with optional guitar and bass. Ashokan farewell: theme from the soundtrack of the PBS series The Civil War, a film by Ken Burns: arranged for violin & piano with optional guitar and bass / by . Ashokan farewell - Free Library of Philadelphia Ken Burns Baseball TV series, The New York Times, The Civil War TV. Ashokan Farewell is a piece of music composed by Jay Ungar in 1982. was later used as the title theme of the 1990 PBS television miniseries The Civil War, of the piece begins with a solo violin, later accompanied by guitar and upright bass. The National Parks: America's Best Idea: Music in the Film PBS 26 May 2009. Ashokan Farewell - Rockford Community Orchestra 1st Violin: New York Correction History Society Ken Burns Civil War Documentary' Haunting Ashokan Farewell from the artist Jay Ungar arranged for piano, guitar, fiddle and more. From the Soundtrack of the PBS Series The Civil War, a Film by. ?Music - Search New York Public Library BiblioCommons 26 Aug 2015. Ashokan farewell theme from the soundtrack of the PBS series The Civil War, a film by Ken Burns: arranged for violin & piano with optional Ashokan farewell: theme from the soundtrack of the PBS series The. Ashokan farewell: Theme from the soundtrack of the PBS series The Civil War, a film by Ken Burns: arranged for violin & piano with optional guitar and bass. Ashokan farewell: theme from the soundtrack of the PBS series The. Culture 'Ashokan Farewell': The Story Behind the Tune Ken Burns Made Famous. When the documentary The Civil War debuted 25 years ago, it gave a new life—and. piano accompaniment SATB choir From the Soundtrack of the PBS Series The Civil Jay Ungar: Ashokan Farewell - Violin, Piano Accompaniment. Mel Bay presents Ashokan farewell: theme from the soundtrack of. From the Ken Burns PBS Documentary series The Civil War Music composed. Ashokan Farewell Violin Jay Ungar Bass tabs Sheet music available on Alan Read plays a piano arrangement From the film The Civil War 19/08/2010 Ashokan Pop guitar lesson Pop tune arranged for fingerstyle solo chord melody guitar Ashokan Farewell - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia ?Ashokan Farewell by Jay Ungar. Full Title: Ashokan Farewell: Theme From The Soundtrack Of The PBS Series The Civil War, A Film By Ken Burns Arranged For Violin & Piano With Also includes the Sullivan Ballou letter and the Gettysburg Address as optional readings The Really Easy Trombone Book: bass & T . Ashokan farewell: theme from the soundtrack of the PBS series The Civil War, a film by Ken Burns: arranged for violin & piano with optional guitar and bass. Ashokan Farewell Sheet Music By Carole Stephens SKU: AP.